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We start at a new and improved civilization called “La Terre Oubliée.” This is the 

place of tech, adventure and the foremost engineering. Winners are forged here and the 
ideas of the gods are thought. This is a place of advanced technologies of all kind. 
There is life abundance, and beautiful fields here and there, along with children having 
fun and birds singing.This civilization was found in the year 2000. This civilization is 
something I like to call “war resistant” which means it is not easy to attack. But 
sometimes, people and machines mess up sometimes. Part of this defence is that it is a 
floating island, and it is mobile, which means able to move or be moved freely or easily. 
This civilization also has an army of advanced forces, which have no fault. This 
civilization focuses on its army above all 

But, of course every civilization needs an acceptable and stable government. The 
government in this civilization relies on Federalism. Federalism is a form of government 
that both combines and divides powers between a centralized federal authority and an 
array of regional and local authorities, which means everybody has equal power. 
Different rulers are selected by everyone in the civilization by voting. The responsibilities 
of the ruler is to take care of the political and religious rights of all the people, and to 
monitor the farming quota, and making sure the farmbots are in order.Farmbots are 
later on. And of course people who do break the law hawwwve punishment. Whenever 
someone breaks the law, they are punished by whatever they did, so if they stole 
money, then the person they stole from gets to steal money from them. Which leads us 
to the next topic: currency! The currency used in this civilization is going to be caps, like, 
bottle caps. Trade is run in a certain way. Caravans will come by, but not before going 
through security! 

People need communication to live, and that’s why this civilization has one! Our 
civilization has invented the first jetpack, a device used for transportation. They also 
created the first farmbot. A farmbot is a robot programmed specifically for farming. It 
farms everything at a certain time, and perfectly and swiftly. One major discovery was 
the dragonstone. A dragonstone was a certain type of material found inside of quartz 
that is as sturdy as diamond and as sharper than a magical sword. Quartz is so dense 
inside that dragonstone is found as very dense and compacted. The reason it is called 
dragonstone is that it has scale-like properties on the non-sharp side of it. But, it does 
wear out super fast, and it costs lots of caps, so when it’s done and over, they dispose 
of it. People go separately to a large dump where all of the trash and dragonstone are 
burned in a large inferno underground. 

Education is a must-have in this place. It is in the human rights of the civilization 
that everybody should be educated. Education is spread around by nano-schools. It’s a 
“little” thing I made where everyone is taught at the same time and the same thing. This 
makes a surefire way that everyone gets educated. 



 

“Le Terre Oubliée” was taken over by Doragon in the year 2220, so that would be 
the end of this civilization. And that is the end of the story.

 


